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When I was at school, I mastered my Latin ablatives. I
knew what an alveolar fricative was and my dec1ention of
irregular German verbs was impeccable. I knew the most obscure
Shakespearean sonnets by heart. My command of inter-war
Romanian history bordered on the miraculous. Where I was weak
was in science and mathematics. Slide rules were a mystery to
me. I survived school days despite blissful ignorance of
Boyle's Law. As far as I was concerned, Isaac Newton had
something to do with apples but was not to be confused with the
infinitely more interesting William Tell.
In short, I was a typical 1awyer-in-the-making. Strong in
poetry. Weak in sums. Imagine, then, my astonishment two
decades later when I discovered the truth of Jacob Bronowski's
assertion that the world today is fuelled and engineered by
science. To forget this reality, Bronowski warned, was to walk
with eyes open, to slavery.
Lawyers stand at the gateway where liberty meets slavery.
We have the precious public responsibilities, Judges and
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lawyers working together, to ensure a stable, orderly
orderlY society
where disputes may be peacefully settled and a just community
secured, where our citizens live in peace and liberty, under
the Rule of Law. Sadly, for lawyers of today's generation,
poetry and words are not enough. This was brought home to me
most clearly during the decade I served on the Australian Law
Reform Commission. Almost every task of the Commission
evidenced the impact of science and technology on the law. The
great scientific developments of this century can be classified
as three in number. I refer to nuclear fission, informatics and
biotechnology. Around these generic developments there cluster
many other developments which evidence the remarkable
inventiveness of 20th century scientists. They range from
interplanetary space exploration
eXPloration through laser technology to
all the other offshoots of quantum physics. Indeed,
Indeed. it has
lately been proposed that all of these developments, in the
three categories I have mentioned, can ultimately be traced to
physics that sprang principally
the developments of quantum phYsics
from the mind of Erwin Schrodinger, working in Germany in the
1920's. It would be surprising if these scientific advances,
coming at the one point in history, did not have a common link.
But whether they are connected or not is hardly important for
present purposes. Most lawyers know nothing of quantum phYsics.
Few have ever heard of the remarkable Erwin.
I have said that virtually every task of the Australian
Law Reform Commission involved one aspect or other of the
impact of science and technology on the law. In the first
project on criminal investigation,
investigation. we had to consider the
impact of photography and video tape on confessions to po1ice,1
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the invasiveness of telephonic interception 2 and the use of
telephones, in a continental country, to authorise police
searches and arrests. 3 In the succeeding project on drug
dependency and motor vehicle accidents, we were obliged to
consider the modern means of detecting, with the aid of
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science, the presence of drugs in the blood, breath and other
tissues of drivers. 4
In the next project on insolvency, consideration was
given to the introduction of a national scheme for the
repayment, by
bY regular payments, of debts owed by consumer
debtors, entitled to a statutory moratorium. 5 Through the use
of electronic fund transfers, efficient arrangements could be
made with the banks for the collection and repayment to
creditors which would simply not have been possible a few years
ago.
The next report on human tissue transplants took the
Australian Law Reform Commission into the world of bioethics.
When science overcame the body's immune rejection of foreign
tissue, it became necessary for the law to establish its ground
rules for the taking of body
bodY parts from one human being for use
by another. When were people to be "dead" for the purpose of
donations? Were "donations" actually necessary, or should we
adopt a regime of presumed donation? Should coroner's cadavers
be available for donation purposes as, it was discovered, they
were frequently used at present? Should minors be entitled to
donate or should the law protect them from bravado and
intra-family pressures?6 These and many other topics were dealt
within the report. The Commission, two years before the birth
of the first child conceived jn yjtro, drew attention to some
of the legal implications of that development.
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So the list goes on. The national census raised concerns
about privacy in the computerised records of personal data.?
Proposals were made for its protection. A general inquiry on
privacy law was commissioned. It produced a report. suitably
enough in 1984. proposing a whole range of new laws to deal
bY informatics. 8 The advent of
with the privacy concerns raised by
communications, spanning the
instantaneous electronic media of communications.
bY the satellite and terrestrial systems necessitated
continent by
review of the law of defamation which had grown UP in the pre
project, and the
federation environment of local slanders. This project.
privacy, illustrate the extent to which. in
preceding one on privacy.
countries, disconformity can be created by the
Federal countries.
Constitution,
constitutional division of powers. The Australian Constitution.
notoriouslY unresponsive to amendment by popular referenda.
referenda,
notoriolJsly
reflects in its terms the technology of informatics of the time
drafted, at the turn of the Century. Power is given to
it was drafted.
"postal,
the national Parliament to make laws with respect to "postal.
telegraphic, telephonic and other like services".
services", The then
telegraphic.
new-fangled telegraph was assigned as a national
responsibility. Mr. 8ell's remarkable telephone was likewise so
allotted. But it took the High Court of Australia years later
to include radio and television broadcasting within "other like
computers, not
services".10 Now the question is posed whether computers.
bY orthodox telecommunications sYstems.
systems, are
otherwise linked by
susceptible to like Federal regulation.

f

I

l1 requires the
The current project on contempt law 11
Australian Law Reform Commission to consider where the modern
balance is to be struck between the claim of an accused person
trial, by
bY a jury uncontaminated by pretrial publicity
to a fair trial.
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and the right of radio, television and other media outlets
television to discuss associated questions of public
community. the media'
media·
importance. By their penetration of the community,
maY legitimately discuss matters of real public anxiety, but at
a price that effectively deprives individuals of the right to a
fair trial. 12
Even the current project on admiralty law reform, which
might look at first blush to be a safe backwater of black
letter law, requires consideration of the extent to which the
regime, established in earlier times for sailing boats, may be
appropriatelY extended to hovercraft, sea planes and, for that
appropriately
bY one the projects which
matter, international aircraft. 13 One by
engage the Federal and State law reform agencies of Australia
demonstrate the impact of science and technology on our
discipline. Nor is this an impact confined to the halls of
academe or the bearded meetings of law reformers. On the
contrary, cases are now increasingly coming before the courts
contrarY,
which call attention to the developments of science. They alert
this generation of lawyers to the likely patterns of the
future. The lesson is that the lawyer of the future will not
onlY have to be an economist and statistician. He and she will
only
tips. and by
bY satellite or other
have a computer at the finger tips,
communications fight court room battles over the rights of in~

children, deformed neonates or the divorce of a person

who has undergone sexual reassignment.
We should take as our text, the warning of Bronowski. To
ignore the develoments of science and technology is to turn our
yet to come.
back on the great issues of our time, and times Yet
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I now proPose to illustrate (for no more is possible)
some of the implications of the three scientific developments I
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put this brooding question out of our mind as we go about our
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nuclear fission. The present stockpile of nuclear weapons far
exceeds the firepower necessary to destroy humanity. We tend to
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international order and the surVival of humanity is obviously
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have mentioned. The one posing the greatest challenge to law,

busy days construing statutes and drafting wills. Yet,
Yet. unless
the effort to bring nuclear weaponry under the effective
control of international law,
law. the prospects for mankind must,
must.
in the long run be doubtful. ACCident,
Accident. mistake,
mistake. derangement,
derangement.
terrorism,and brinkmanship gone wrong pose terrible dangers. It
is the gradual realisation of the comparative insignificance of
other issues and the urgency of this one that has attracted
increasing numbers of lawyers and scientists to bodies which
seek to increase the sense of priority about tackling this
entirely unprecedented problem. 14
Apart from this concern,
concern. which must be reflected by
bY
initiatives in international law,
law. there are domestic concerns
as well. Even in the peaceful uses of nuclear fission,
fission. there
are dangers for our legal system. Such are the risks in the
technology that special powers must typically be given to
protect nuclear establishments. 15 When things go wrong,
wrong. the
dangers of radiation may not be confined to the one
jurisdiction. News reports record claims by
bY neighbouring
countries upon the Soviet Union for the losses consequent upon
the Chernobyl nuclear power station mishap. It is reported that
the International Atomic Energy Agency is belatedly drafting a
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international agreement
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in the
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of the
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potential of
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which
be brought
brought to
to the
the courts.
courts. In
In form,
form,
nuclear technology may now be
the case was one of an appeal on pleadings. But in reality the
issue was the extent to which the Charter's provisions could be
used to control an alleged increase in the risk of nuclear war
resulting from the Canadian Cabinet's decision to permit
testing over Canada of United States cruise missiles.
Significantly, all judges rejected the Canadian Government's
contention that Cabinet decisions in this regard were not
reviewable by the courts under the Charter. Wilson, J
inSUlated from
specifically affirmed that the decision was not insulated
review because it was "a political question". She was prepared
to go further than the majority and to contemplate
circumstances in which a Government initiative in respect of
nuclear weapons might contradict the Charter. 1l ?
INFORMATION TECHNOlOGY
If we turn from the intractable but desparately urgent
problems of nuclear technology. we can see the way in which
informatics provides a catalogue of challenges to the present
legal system. By "informatics" I mean the merger of the
technologies of computers and telecommunications which is now
such an exponentially expanding feature of the distribution of
information.
A number of implications of informatics for the law can
be mentioned. The first is prjyacy. Whereas the common law did
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not develop effective protection for privacy as such 18 , it is a
value greatly valued in our societies. Legislation has been
enacted to offer protection, much of it stimulated by the
advent of the new technology.19 At the international level,
guidelines and conventions have been drawn UP to lay down the
rUles which will govern respect for privacy in the
basic rules
international movement of data,20
data. 20 But how such rules will be
given force in courts of law, without complementary domestic
legislation, is uncertain. We are still a long way short of
mutually enforceable international principles, let alone an
international tribunal to which parties with disputes about
transborder flows of automated personal data, can have access.
The basic problem is that the technology of informatics
traditionallY expressed
tendency to render domestic law, traditionally
has a tendencY
territory. inconvenient or
in terms of power over a particular territory,
even irrelevant. The subject matter of the regulation is
ubiquitious, pervasive and instantaneous. Lawyers from
different traditions, looking at the same phenomenon will
approach it from differing starting points. The laws that have
emerged in the past twenty years for the protection of privacy
in informatics illustrate the difficulties which our legal
systems have in responding to a technology which impacts so
many aspects of everyday life. Fortunately, through most of the
privacy laws so far enacted, there runs a golden thread of
normallY the
basic principles. Central amongst these is that normally
data subject will have access to data about himself or herself.
Early privacy legislation needs review. To what extent
should it apply to legal. as distinct from natural persons? To
what extent are codes of computer ethics to be recognised? To
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what extent does "access" nowadays imply not just the receipt
of copy documents but a right to have access to the terminal
and to interrogate the data base? Efforts to push such privacy
rights forward coincide with the counter thrust provided by the
moves to privatize telecommunications and to deregulate the
economy.
jnformation (FOI) legislation has
Secondly, freedom Of information
accompanied, and been stimulated by, the technological
developments of informatics. This notable effort to reduce the
secrecy of burgeoning government has so far been resisted, at
Britain, 21
the national level, in Britain.

has succeeded in the
United States, Canada, Australia and New Zea1and 22 , although
It

inquiries are presently proceeding which may diminish the
23
right,23
right.
J, Bing which
There is a well known example, cited by J.

illustrates the way interactive technology impinges upon
sovereignty, A Norwegian social researcher published
domestic sovereignty.
certain findings on Nato defence arrangements. These were
law, The
contained in documents restricted under Norwegian law.
Norway, But the
researcher was convicted of espionage in Norway.
documents had been retrieved on line pursuant to the United
Act, They were freely available
States Freedom of Information Act.
in that country. The moral is that the new information
technology is likely to hasten the influence of openness of
administration for the simple reason that it is rendered so
much more difficult to contain the haemorrhage of freely
lawfullY
available information, once its disclosure is lawfully
place,
permitted in one place.
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A third issue is that of y"JnerabjJity.
y"lnerabjlity. Just as Sweden
led the way with FOI and privacy (data protection) laws, it is
now providing a stimulus by detailed consideration of the legal
and other implications of the vulnerability of the "wired
society". This vulnerability may come from the very integration
of information technology. Accident, earthquakes,
earthquakes. fires and
other natural phenomena may destroy an essential data base
causing massive disruption. Terrorism and industrial disruption
may find society more vulnerable than in the past precisely
preciselY
because of the miniaturisation of vital data collections. This
point is illustrated by
bY the disruption caused in Italy when the
Red Brigade destroyed the master tapes containing the only
onlY
universal copy of Italy's motor registration.
FourthlY,
FourthlY. comp!lter
complIter crjme and frSI!d
frSlld require new attention.

The problems presented to harmonising established criminal law
with the nature of informatics include the considerations that
crime is typically defined Wifh strict precision and it is
typically local, being confined to a particular jurisdiction.
The manipulation of informatiDn technology may not come within
the definition of "theft"
"theft" contained in domestic law, which
normally involves the taking away of goods. Nowadays, no goods
need be taken. Domest
i c court's
11 y conf
i ned to
Domestic
courts are norma
normally
confined
punishing criminal offences which occur entirely within
Within their
terl'
itor i a 1 borders or have some other rel
evant connect
ions
terl'itorial
relevant
connections
with their territory. Where crimes are constituted by a number
of elements,
elements. some of which take place outside domestic
jurisdiction and involve transborder data flows. reform may be
needed to ensure that the jurisdiction of local courts is not
frustrated. 24

,

In a number of the States of the United States. laws have
lately been passed by which "property" is defined to include
electronicallY processed or produced
"information including electronically
data and computer software and programs in either machine or
human readable form·'.25 As Peter Robinson pointed out in his
important essay on legal issues raised by transborder data
flows. case law in Canada is now beginning to grapple with this
subject. In R v Stewart 26 an individual sought to obtain the
names. addresses and telephone numbers of the employees of a
names,
bY the hotel's security system. He
hotel. These were protected by
approached a security worker and offered to pay for the
charged. inter
protected confidential data. He was reported and charged,
~

alia. with counselling theft of "information the property of
alia,
the hotel and its employees". At the trial he was acquitted. It
was held that the information was not "property" as defined by
Appeal, a
the law of theft in Canada. In the Ontario Court of Appeal.

l

majority decision held that he was guilty of counselling
thus:
"theft". The majority opinion was expressed thus;
property, I see no
"While clearly not all information is property.
reason why confidential information that has been

•

time. effort and
gathered through the expenditure of time,
bY a commercial enterprise for the purpose of its
money by
business should not be regarded as property

"27

view:
The dissenting Judge put the other point of view;
"[Ilt is for Parliament to broaden the criminal
definition of the property concept if the needs of modern
[TJhe word "anything"
Canadian society require it ... [Tlhe
used in s 283 [of the Criminal Codel must be defined and

..

qualified within the context of property and
confidential information does not properly fit within
that context. "28

~
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An
An appeal
appeal to
to the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court of
of Canada
Canada is
is pending.
pending. Meanwhile.
Meanwhile,
"property",
a Bill to extend the Criminal Code definition of "property".
software, has been
expressly to include computer data and software.
by a Parliamentary sub committee in the negative:
reported bY
"In our view it would be ill advised to grant a
proprietory interest in information per se.
se, something
which does not exist even in the civil law. For reasons
policY, the exclusive ownership of information
of public policy.
WhiCh, of necessity.
necessity, would flow from the concept of
Which.
"property" is not favoured in our socio-legal system.
Information is regarded as too valuable a public
commodity to have its ownership vest exclusively in any
particular individual."29
out, difficulties are immediately posed by
As Robinson points out.
States, with
divergent approaches in Canada and the United States.
their systems often integrated by transborder data flows. The
rapid development of telecommunications,
by
telecommunications. especially bY
satellite,
satellite. also integrates Australia. into this problem. The
tyranny of distance,
distance. which was once Australia's burden and
protection,
protection. is now of diminishing importance.
Fifthly there are the issues of prjvate internatiooal
~.
~.

,

Whose legal regime is to apply to the diffuse

international components of informatics transactions? Where an
electronic message is generated in country A,
A. switched in
countries Band C. transits countries E,
E. F. G and H,
H. is
processed in countries I and J. stored in country K and
involves damage in Yet
yet other countries. it is clear that
present rules on the choice of law and for the resolution of
conflicts of law are inadequate. 3D

"'-

- 13 Sixthly, there is the issue of sovereignty.
soyereignty, The moves
that a sovereign country can nowadays take realistically
realisticallY to
protect itself in a world of interacting informatics are
limited.
limited, An example cited by Robinson is that of Dresser
(France). It is a subsidiary of Dresser Industries of the
United States.
States, Overnight. it was denied access to a computer
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which stored the specifications for manufacturing components of
pipeline equipment.
equipment, In the reSUlt,
result. the French subsidiary was
unable to manufacture the equipment for the Trans Siberian
pipeline objected to by
bY the United States Government. It also
lost a $3 million Australian order. 31
Other illustrations of transborder access to data abound.
One involves a Canadian bank. The Miami branch of the Bank of
Nova Scotia was served with a subpoena by
bY a US Grand Jury
demanding production of the Bank's information held in its
branches in the Cayman Island and the Bahamas,
Bahamas. The Bank was
unable to comply because the information requested was
protected by
bY the laws of those Carribean countries. An

I

I
I
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application
apPlication to the Cayman Island courts,
courts. seeking permission to
release the information,
information. resulted instead in an injunction to
prevent it.
it, In spite of this,
this. the United States courts,
courts.
supported an application by the United States Department of
Justice,
Justice. and imposed a fine on the bank of $25,000
$25.000 per day
until the information is produced. The Canadian Government,
both in diplomatic exchanges and in amicus curia briefs in the
US Court,
Court. asked what would be the United States attitude if the
Government (or even a court) of a Middle Eastern State in which
the bank maintained an office issued an order,
order. including
sanctions,
sanctions. requiring the bank to disclose information

,I

I,

li
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concerning the alleged business relations between a customer of
its Miami office and Israe1. 32 The extra-territorial operation
of laws,
laws. particularly laws of the United States of America,
America.
have caused legislative responses. The issue is partly a
political one. 33 But the point is that the need for new rules
rUles
is made more urgent by
bY the integrated nature of information
technology.
jnte11ectlla1
Seventh1y,
Seventh1Y, there are the developments of ;nte11ectlla1
property law necessitated by informatics. Traditionally,
Traditionally. such
law developed around protections attaching to the medium rather
than the content of information. It was not possible to patent
or copyright an abstract idea. The problem posed by informatics
technology is that data (and thereby information) have now been
"liberated" from physical objects representing the data. This
has resulted in a number of test cases 34 and in legislative
reform. Ann Branscomb has suggested that none of the existing
legal systems - patent laws,
laws. copyright legislation and trade
secrets - provi de a "perfect fit" for software protect i on. 35 In
Canada, a Parliamentary sub committee on reviSion
revision of copyright
law is reviewing the design of the new hybrid system. 36 The
fact that it is now possible to read the text of many books
without purchasing the book or even copying the text suggests
that informatics has made information itself a commodity. How
the legitimate rights of the originators of that commodity are
to be protected compatibly with
With existing law,
law. is a puzzling
question,
question.
Eighth1y,
Eighthly, there is b!!sjoess
blls;oess law,
law. Today's
TodaY's merchants work
in a world of complex statutory laws governing anti-trust,
anti-trust.
taxation obligations, banking and foreign exchange regulations,

15 --- 15

rules governing
governing relations
relations with
with administrative
administrative authorities,
authorities,
rules
foreign investment
investment limitations
limitations and
and so
so on.
on. Instantaneous
Instantaneous
foreign
contracts, exchanged
exchanged by
by informatics,
informatics, may
may not
not always
always permit
permit time
time
contracts,
for advice
advice on
on the
the complex
complex interaction
interaction of
of such
such laws.
laws. As
As well,
well,
for
there is
is the
the issue
issue of
of jns!!rance
jns!!rance against
against computer
computer loss.
loss. When
When
there
occur, such losses are likely to be large and sometimes
they occur.
even disastrous. The provision of common insurance funds may be
needed and especially where transactions or accidents have an
international element.
There are many other issues of acute concern to the legal
profession arising from new information technology. They
law to permit the more ready
include the adaptation of evjdence Jaw
admissibility in court of computer evidence and computer
generated evidence, without proof, in every case, of its
already
original creation. Evidence law in many countries has alreadY
been adapted to facilitate the admissibility of computer
hearsay,37
hearsay.37
BIDTECHNOI
OGY
BIOTECHNOlOGY

If these issues of informatics appear daunting, the
problems presented to the legal system by developments of
biotechnology are even more troublesome for they touch still
more fundamental questions of morality and raise the very
nature of human life itself.
The cases which, so far,
far. have come most frequently before
the courts are those which concern the response of the law to
the grossly deformed or retarded neonates. The law has tended.

against distinctions based uPon
upon respect for human life having a
minimum quality. Before the courts intervened, however,
however.
·compassionate infanticide" was a common practice in manY
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hospitals. In recent years, there has been a series of cases in
4l in
England 38 , Canada 39 , the United States
states 40 and Australia 41
which orders have been made requiring operations to be
performed on neonates or young children, despite the
disinclination of medical staff and the parents. Perhaps more
significant than these orders were the words, in the leading

I.

English authority on this subject, which suggest that if the
demonstrablY awful" and
child's life is demonstrated to be "so demonstrably
"filled with pain", the court might desist from ordering its
preservation. 42
The problems that have been presented to the courts in
severelY deformed and grossly retarded neonates
the case of severely
FormerlY, such babies
have arisen from advances in technology. Formerly,
bY the course of nature, The issue is now posed
would have died by
whether sophisticated surgery and heroic medical efforts (which
would, of course, be used in the case of a normal child),
theY are to be
should be denied to abnormal children, If they
bY whom such decisions will be
denied, the question is when and by
made.
Another series of cases presenting bioethical problems
has arisen out of so called sex change operations which, until
recently, would have been impossible. Perhaps the most
celebrated is that of April Ashley.43 By operation, she
underwent the removal of a scrotum and penis and construction

i'

of a vagina. She lived exclusively as a woman. She married a
Mr. Corbett, The relationship broke down and it fell to Ormrod,
J to determine whether the marriage had been initially valid.

By reference to a number of criteria, chromosomal, gonadal and
genital tests, his Lordship concluded that April Ashley was not

I
I
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a woman and so could not marry. There have been a number of
similar cases in Australian courts. 44 In 1984 a medical case in
Toronto shows what may now be achieved. Siamese twins, both
genetically male were joined at the pelvis. They were separated
and one was left with male genital organs. An artificial vagina
was used for the other. Her male gonads were removed. But if

f

the tests pronounced in April Ashley's
AshleY's case and Australian

I

cases were applied by
bY the Canadian courts, the "female" twin

)

I
I!

will be condemned by
bY the law to the prospect of a life without
a valid marriage as an additional burden to the physical
disabilities which nature has inflicted but which medical
technology has struggled to overcome. 45

l

To these issues must now be added the exotic questions
posed by the actuality of in yitro fertilisation and foetal
experimentation and the prospect of cloning of the human
species and still further experiments with artificial

t
t(

concePtion.46
conception.46 In the case of in vitro fertilisation, an acute
question was posed by
bY a recent case in Australia. The genetic
parents of a fertilised human ovum held in a hospital
refrigerator in Melbourne were killed in a plane crash in North

:

~,

America. The parents were very wealthy.
wealthY. The question arose as

i

to whether the fertilised ovum, which had a contingent

t

potentiality for a human life,
life. had "rights", which if necessary
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the law would enforce, to find a surrogate womb and, to be
brought into this world in order to inherit the property. This
is just one of many such problems which may be presented by
this remarkable new technique. So far as surrogacy is concerned
cases have already come before the English courts and
legislation has been enacted or proposed. 47
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GOOD AND 8AO
BAD NEWS
These instances present news. both good and bad for our
profession. The problems requiring legal resolution and legal
reform will abound in consequence of the new technology. They
will become ever more numerous. difficult and urgent.
To some extent the new information technology will
enhance the capacity of the judiciarY
judiciary and the legal profession
to bring justice more speedily and economically to more of our
citizens. Word processors are now standard equipment in the
offices of most attorneys. They have even reached the
judiciary. The repetitious and standardised nature of many
documents. pleadings and even advices makes word processors
specially useful for legal practice. dependent as it often is
on precedents. Even in the judiciary. though standardised
judgments have not yet come to pass. word processors save time
in the refinement. clarification. simplification and
(hopefully) abbreviation of judgments. though this is not
always or necessarily
necessarilY so. Pleas have been made that. before
precedents of documents and pleadings are put on word
processors. efforts should be expended to simplify
simplifY them and to
remove the unnecessary. antique language of yesteryear.
Otherwise. we will be hostage to that language for ever.
embalmed as it will be in electronic memory.
Courts have already adopted informatics for the purpose
of monitoring the efficiency of the throughput of cases.
Computers can suitably
suitablY program. simplify and expedite listing
arrangements. One hundred and fifty years after the penny post.
arrangements are now adopted to permit filing of documents in
court by letter. 48 It can only
onlY be a matter of time before

,• I
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direct electronic filing and exchange of documents is a common
place. In the case of the courts. limited funds generally
generallY
inhibit the use of the best and most UP to date equipment. As
for the Bar. it is often a reluctance to embrace new technology
that has led to postPonement
postponement of electronic decisions.
Ironically. and perhaps even undeservedly. because of falling
costs. such postponement may actually bring advantages. 49 The
growing number of cases committed to on-line computer retrieval
and the provision for computerised statutes which allow UP to
the minute presentation of the law in the place of those loose
pages. so easily overlooked.
These developments promise the practitioner of the
future. trained in the use of computers. a more efficient
access to raw legal data. It may be hoped that use of
electronics will be accompanied by
bY an enhancement of judgment.
Otherwise. in a mass of regurgitated material. practitioners
will be deluged with single instances. They will then face the
problem of deriving principles from all of these cases. It is a
common structural weakness of the common law that it tends to
be unconceptual. Its principles emerge from the process of
refinement through the development of the law in manY cases.
sometimes over centuries. Perhaps computers will be designed
which can assist in and expedite the development of legal
principles. A recent article in the Morlern
aw Reyjew 50
Modern 11aw

examines the implications of artificial intelligence for legal
and judicial activities. Who knows. perhaps lawyers in some

,..
-i

future age will have a mini computer attached to the brain or
carried (possibly inside the wig). I can certainly
certainlY think of a
few counsel (and even a few judges) who could do with such a
supplement. At times. I would not even mind one myself. 51

~..

,
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The Supreme Court of Canada has led the way with long
distance video hearings, with the aid of sate11ites. 52 I
foresee the time when evidence will be collected much more
efficiently than we do it now. Out of recognition of the
unreliability of human memorY, much material will be collected
on contemporaneous video interviews, Hearings will increasingly
take place with the aid of telecommunications. Juries will sit
through video evidence of witnesses, already vetted for
inadmissible or otherwise irrelevant testimonY.
testimony. Judges will
dictate their judgments into equipment which will provide
transcription direct from voice to print, with the need for
minimal editing. Substantive cause of action will be framed to
lend themselves to automatic processing, The scope for
discretion and judgment may be diminished, in order to promote
the more efficient and uniform resolution of cases. In a sense,
the New Zealand Accident Compensation Scheme previews these
developments. Instead of indeterminate general damages, the
computation of which require human judgment and instead of
positing compensation on proof of negligence or other
liability, the statute provides benefits akin to social
security payments according to a statutory formula. The
compensation for some may be diminished. But as a matter of
community equity this result is justified by
bY the assurance of
compensation to all. It is achieved by major reductions in
servicing costs, including the virtual total abolition of
accident litigation involving 1awyers. 53
Few areas of legal practice will be unaffected by
bY these
developments. Land title conveyancing, which is the staple of
the legal profession of Australia, will be replaced over time

- 21 -

,
J

by
bY administrative measures and computerised sYstems
systems for passing
property and realty. Already, in Australia, some orders for the
dissolution of marriage can be secured "by post".54 If the core
"

work of large sections of the legal profession - accident

!'

compensation, land title conveyancing and divorce - disappear
or are substantially reduced, will there be work for lawyers of
the future?
Crime, like the poor will always be with us though
notions of crime will surely
surelY change. The law of torts and
contracts will gradually merge to a single law of obligations.
Disputes as to alleged breaches of obligations, not involving

,

"

accidents, will always be there to be solved. The growth area
for lawyerly work, apt for the twenty first Century, includes
the protection of human rights and the assertion of
',:

administrative justice.
CHANGING TIMES
A comparison of the latest part of the A"straljan
Allstealjan

law

,1Q!!Cnal
,[Ollenal with the equivalent edition fifty years ago shows how
things have changed.
Some of the subject matters seem familiar. In April 1936
the Journal was reporting the judgment of the Judicial
Committee of the Privy Council on an appeal from the Supreme
Court of Alberta in Mcpherson v McPherson. 55 It is a notable
case about the importance of the open administration of
justice. I recently referred to it. 56 Most of the other items
seem orthodox. One,was
One.was about mortgages under the Torrens system
by a joint tenant. 57 Another was on the employment of agents by
bY
trustees and personal representatives. 58 The reports of the
law, patent law
High Court of Australia concern constitutional law.
and a leading case on insanity in criminal law. 59

- 22 How different it is fifty years on. True it is there is a
discussion in both editions of the Journal on the appointment
of judges, a topic of never ending fascination. 60 True also,
there is discussion in both on maintenance following
matrimonial breakdown. 61 But running through the latest part of
the Austral jan 11aw
aw ,JollcnaJ is clear evidence of the growing

impact of technology on our discipline. For example. there is a
lengthy report on the Canadian National Forum on Access to
Information and Privacy which I attended in March, 1986. 62 The
bY myself in the realm of
first published article is one by
bioethics. It concerns legislation to combat Acquired Immune
(AIDS) ,63 It is followed by an essay on
Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS).63
computer software protection. 64 Amongst the case notes are
reports on a decision of the Federal Court under the
Tel ecornmlloj cat i ODS (Intercept; 00) Act 1979. 65 In the attached

reports of the decisions of the High Court of Australia, the
first is of a recent decision on whether computer programs can
be "1 iterary works" under copyright legislation. 66 The judgment
of the Chief Justice of Australia is given over to explanation
of binary or hexadecimal notation. It catalogues acronyms with
shortlY will be, familiar - ROMs and EPRDMs.
which we are, or shortly
This admittedly
admittedlY anectodal material demonstrates the great
change that has come over legal practice. Lawyers must move to
embrace the change. For lawyers to ignore the greatest engine
of change today is to condemn our profession to increasing
irrelevancy. For the future of the law put Archbold down for a
while. Drag yourself away from Dicey. And begin your
understanding of quantum physics. For in the twenty first
Century, we will all be the children of Erwin Schrodinger.
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